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Abstract
This thesis uses textual analysis to determine how Omegaverse fanfiction makes use of
utopian and dystopian elements to critique gender roles and patriarchal power structures.
Omegaverse (short for ‘Alpha/Beta/Omega Universe’) is a world-building trope that applies
wolf pack dynamics to human biology and society. By creating a new gender system,
Omegaverse separates traditional gender roles from physical sex and reintroduces a magnified
version of these same roles under new descriptors. In doing this, fans have created a world
that can be used to write entertaining stories that may also function as a feminist critique.
Through the use of utopian and dystopian elements, these stories express attitudes toward and
desires for the patriarchal societies we live in. That is why this study analysed Omegaverse
within the tradition of feminist critical dystopia, a genre that is known to express feminist
critique through the means of fiction. This thesis uses three works produced in the Stranger
Thingsfandom as its case study. The analysis revealed that Omegaverse is similar to feminist
dystopia in the kind of conflicts it depicts, namely anxieties over societal oppression and loss
of bodily control to technology and biology. Omegaverse’s conception of patriarchy appeared
more complex than those of feminist dystopia during the first and second wave of feminism.
In its depiction of gender oppression, these fanworks can be seen as reflective of fourth-wave
feminism, a natural progression onto the traditionally published dystopia of the 20th century.
Although the works appear to be set in a dystopian society, they usually have a happy ending.
By allowing the characters to find the perfect love in an imperfect world, the works express a
utopian desire for a healthy, equalitarian relationship. By examining how societal and
interpersonal gender relations are represented in Omegaverse fanfiction, this study contributes
to the existing body of literature around Omegaverse, fan practices and feminist dystopia.
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Introduction
Who Let the Wolves Out?
With the incoming tide of the fourth wave of feminism, there has been a resurging amount of
1

media attention dedicated to feminist talking points. We see this in the discussions around
diverse (media) representation and in online activism campaigns, such as the #MeToo
2

movement. This Zeitgeist is also reflected in the stories we tell, for example, the popular
3

Hulu adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s dystopian novel The Handmaid’s Tale. Stories like
these are more than mere entertainment. They use fiction to hold a mirror to our contemporary
4

society and show where we could go wrong. This applies to professionally produced fiction,
but also to stories written by amateurs on the internet.

5

Fanfiction can be defined as “texts [...] based on another text that are not [produced
6

within or meant for] professional publication”. The vast majority of fanfiction writers are
7

heterosexual women. Notably, a significant subgenre of fanfiction by these authors is
dedicated to (often sexually explicit) male homoerotic relationships, better known as
8

slash-fiction. Although fanfiction’s primary purpose is to entertain, it also has the potential to
9

address and examine pressing political issues. As I will demonstrate in this thesis, the

Nicola Rivers, Postfeminism(s) and the Arrival of the Fourth Wave: Turning Tides(Houndsmills: Palgrave
MacMillan, 2017), 7.
2
Miglena Sternadori, “Situating the Fourth Wave of Feminism in Popular Media Discourses,” in Misogyny and
Media in the Age of Trump, ed. Maria B. Marron (London: Lexington Books, 2020), 31-2.
3
Jennifer Keishin Armstrong, “Culture - Why The Handmaid's Tale Is so Relevant Today,” BBC,April 25, 2018,
http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20180425-why-the-handmaids-tale-is-so-relevant-today.
4
Shirley Neuman, “‘Just a Backlash’: Margaret Atwood, Feminism, and The Handmaid's Tale,” University of
Toronto Quarterly75, no. 3 (2006): 859.
5
Kristina Busse, “Pon Farr, mpreg, bonds, and the rise of the omegaverse,” in Fic: Why Fanfiction Is Taking
Over the World, ed. Anne Elizabeth Taylorson (Dallas, Texas: Smart Pop Books, 2013), 289.
6
Karen Hellekson and Kristina Busse, The Fan Fiction Studies Reader(Iowa: University of Iowa Press, 2014),
5.
7
See Bacon-Smith and Hall, Enterprising Women: Television Fandom and the Creation of Popular Myth, 4;
Kustritz, “Slashing the Romance Narrative,” 371; Constance Penley, NASA/Trek Popular Science and Sex in
America, 101.
8
Anne Kustritz, “Slashing the Romance Narrative,” The Journal of American Culture26, no. 3 (2003): 371.
9
Busse, “Pon Farr, mpreg, bonds, and the rise of the omegaverse,” 282.
1

4

fanfiction trope ‘Omegaverse’ is one of the frameworks that fanfiction authors have at their
10

disposal to work feminist critique into their writing.

Omegaverse (short for ‘Alpha/Beta/Omega Universe’) is a world-building trope that
applies wolf pack dynamics to human biology and society. Although the trope is believed to
have originated from the Supernaturalfandom, it has since spread into other writing
11

communities and is now widely applied throughout the world of fanfiction. Omegaverse’s
central characteristic is its invention of secondary genders; other than being either male or
12

female, characters within Omegaverse are also Alpha, Beta or Omega. This results in six
new ‘gender combinations’, although most stories centre a romance between a male-Alpha
13

and male-Omega lead. These new genders separate traditional gender roles from physical
sex and reintroduce a magnified version of the same roles under new descriptors. The classic
male gender role is inflated to become the dominant, territorial Alpha and the traditional
14

female role is amplified in the submissive, maternal Omega. There is also a Beta-gender,
15

which doesn’t have any unique characteristics. The secondary genders determine aspects of
the person’s anatomy, behaviour and their role within the society, thereby overriding the
16

traditional sex binary. This also affects the role of sexual identity in Omegaverse, namely
what is perceived as homo- and heterosexual.
Through fans’ continuous collaborative reinvention of the world and its features,
Omegaverse has grown into a complex political and interpersonal script in which a story can
17

take place. Omegaverse is essentially a society in which gender stigmas and inequalities are
18

blown into extremes. Topics such as prejudice, structural discrimination and rape culture

10

Milena Popova, “‘Dogfuck Rapeworld’: Omegaverse Fanfiction as a Critical Tool in Analyzing the Impact of
Social Power Structures on Intimate Relationships and Sexual Consent,” Porn Studies5, no. 2 (September 2018):
181. https://doi.org/10.1080/23268743.2017.1394215.
11
Ibid, 181.
12
Ibid, 181.
13
Ibid, 181.
14
Busse, “Pon Farr, mpreg, bonds, and the rise of the omegaverse,” 289.
15
Ibid, 289.
16
J.T. Weisser, “Transmasculinities and Pregnant Monstrosity: Hannibal Omegaverse Fan-Fiction.” The Feminist
Journal of the Centre for Women’s Studies. n.p. Accessed January 3, 2020.
17
Busse, “Pon Farr, mpreg, bonds, and the rise of the omegaverse,” 294.
18
Popova, “‘Dogfuck Rapeworld,’” 188.
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19

play a significant role in many incarnations of the trope. As such, I argue that Omegaverse
conventions fit into the tradition of feminist science fiction, especially feminist critical
dystopia, a genre that is known to express feminist critique through the means of fiction.
The conventions of Omegaverse give fans a unique opportunity to play out feminist
20

themes and gender issues on male characters within a homoerotic relationship. This makes
Omegaverse more than a means to explore sexual fantasies. It can also be a tool to critique
21

patriarchal power structures. In the context of feminist dystopia, patriarchy can be broadly
understood as a societal structure where “the half of the populace which is female is
22

controlled by the half which is male”. Omegaverse stories can be seen as a reflection of a
broader debate around the societal, interpersonal and reproductive relationship between man
and woman.
By examining the societal and interpersonal gender relations in Omegaverse
fanfiction, I aim to contribute to the existing literature around Omegaverse, fanfiction as a
whole and feminist science fiction. I will do this by analysing a select number of Omegaverse
works through the tradition of feminist dystopia. The central question in this thesis asks how
utopian and dystopian elements are applied in Omegaverse fanfiction to explore and critique
patriarchal gender norms and relationship scripts. As a case study, I will analyse three
fanworks based on the Netflix series Stranger Things.I will elaborate on this choice in the
method section of this thesis. Firstly, I will discuss different aspects of utopian and dystopian
literature and where feminist critical dystopia fits into this tradition. Then I will elaborate on
the way that texts construct fictional realities reflective of our own. Finally, I will discuss how
utopia and dystopia in fanfiction have been studied in the past and how this case study
connects to this existing body of literature before I move on to the method and the analysis.

19

Ibid, 182.
Busse, “Pon Farr, mpreg, bonds, and the rise of the omegaverse,” 291.
21
Ibid, 294.
22
Kate Millett, Sexual Politics (New York: Ballantine, 1989), 34, quoted in Anne Gilarek, “Marginalization of
the Other: Gender Discrimination in Dystopian Visions by Feminist Science Fiction Authors,” Text Matters-A
Journal of Literature, Theory and Culture2, no. 2 (2012): 222.
20
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Theoretical Framework
Utopia and Dystopia
Utopia and dystopia both fall under the utopian tradition. Although they appear to be
drastically different genres, utopia and dystopia are, in a sense, two sides of the same coin.
23

They both express a desire for a better way of being. Utopia does this by fleshing out an
24

ideal society, a “good place that is no place”. Dystopia does this by creating a world that
25

appears worse than our own. Because utopian and dystopian narratives share their objective,
26

to question and critique our societies, they often appear in relation to each other. Utopia need
dystopian elements or unfulfilled desire that could be resolved or fulfilled in order to create
27

tension and drive the plot forward. Dystopia have plenty of conflicts to draw from. In this
28

case, the utopian element is the expression of desire. It is the promise of a better way of
being that motivates the characters to resolve the problems of the dystopian world.

29

Feminist Critical Dystopia
Along with the rise of feminism developed a subgenre of dystopian novels in which women
30

expressed their dissatisfaction with the political climate. Ildney Cavalcanti has dubbed this
genre the ‘feminist critical dystopia’, although she argues that ‘critical’ might be redundant, as
31

all dystopia criticise our world in one degree or another. In these novels, gender oppression
Fátima Vieira, “The Concept of Utopia.” In The Cambridge Companion to Utopian Literature,ed. Gregory
Claeys (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 17-23.
24
Ibid, 4.
25
Anne Cranny-Francis, Feminist fiction: Feminist uses of generic fiction.(Cambridge UK and New York,
1990), 125.
26
Anne Gilarek, "Marginalization of “the Other: Gender Discrimination in Dystopian Visions by Feminist
Science Fiction Authors." Text Matters-A Journal of Literature, Theory and Culture2.2 (2012): 223
27
Vieira, “The Concept of Utopia,” 6.
28
Chris Ferns, "The Values of Dystopia: The Handmaid's Tale and the Anti-Utopian Tradition." The Dalhousie
Review(1989): 373.
29
Ildney Cavalcanti, "The writing of utopia and the feminist critical dystopia: Suzy McKee Charnas’s Holdfast
Series" in Dark horizons: Science fiction and the dystopian imagination, ed. Tom Moylan, Raffaella Baccolini
(2003), 50-1.
30
Gilarek, "Marginalization of ‘the Other’,” 222.
23

31

Cavalcanti, "The writing of utopia and the feminist critical dystopia,” 47.
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32

is often the central source of conflict. Unsurprisingly, it is most often women who end up in
marginalised positions. Anna Gilarek characterises the societies portrayed in feminist dystopia
as ‘androcentric’, meaning that maleness is the default and women are made to be the
33

estranged ‘Other’. In the context of feminist dystopia, Lucy Sargisson defines the Other as
34

“marked by difference”. They are the strangers in their own society, defined by their
35

deviation from what is considered to be the norm.

Zeynep Atayurt has noted a shift in the type of conflict in feminist dystopia during
different waves of feminism. Atayurt states that before and during the Cold War, dystopian
36

fiction portrayed a menacing, totalitarian government as the antagonistic force. After the
war, these political anxieties gradually made place for more personal conflicts, such as illness,
genetics and economic failure. In feminist dystopia, these issues often translated to anxieties
around the female body, primarily about losing control over it thanks to genetic
37

experimentation or (lack of access to) reproductive technologies. These shifts suggest that
the subject of feminist literature changes along with the talking points of the time.

Catachresis as a Utopian Device
Usually, utopian and dystopian literature do not address the problems of our world in a literal
way. They use catachresis, a metaphor that applies a word in a way it is not ‘supposed’ to be
38

used, often as an absurd or far-fetched substitute for something else. Catachresis can exist
39

within a line (microtrope) or be extended over the entire text (macrotrope). Dystopia,

Judith A. Little, Feminist Philosophy and Science Fiction: Utopias and Dystopias(Amherst, New York:
Prometheus Books, 2007), 16.
33
Gilarek, "Marginalization of ‘the Other’,” 222.
34
Lucy Sargisson, “Contemporary Feminist Utopianism: Practicing Utopia on Utopia,” Literature and the
Political Imagination. Ed. John Horton and Andrea T. Baumeister (New York: Routledge, 1996), 247.
35
Sargisson, “Contemporary Feminist Utopianism,” 247.
36
Zeynep Atayurt, “Fay Weldon’s The Cloning of Joanna May as a Feminist Dystopian Burlesque,” in Womens
Utopian and Dystopian Fiction, ed. Sharon Rose Wilson (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing,
2013), 73.
37
Atayurt, “Fay Weldon’s The Cloning of Joanna May as a Feminist Dystopian Burlesque,” 73.
38
Cavalcanti, “The writing of utopia and the feminist critical dystopia,” 49.
39
Elżbieta Chrzanowska-Kluczewska, "Catachresis—A Metaphor or a Figure in Its Own Right?" in Beyond
cognitive metaphor theory: Perspectives on literary metaphor, ed. Monika Fludernik (New York NY, Routledge,
2011), 43.
32
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especially feminist dystopia, are overtly catachrestic because they depict fictional conflicts
that may appear absurd and extreme at first glance, but are often reflective of real-life issues.

40

In the case of Omegaverse, catachresis can be used to understand the construction of
the new genders. Omegaverse borrows its terminology from wolf pack dynamics and lupine
41

zoology. The titles Alpha, Beta and Omega originate from Richard Schenkel’s study on
42

captive wolves. He observed a dominance hierarchy wherein he dubbed the pack leaders
43

‘Alphas’. Those lowest in status were the ‘Omegas’,subservient to every other member of
44

the community. The ones in between were labelled ‘Betas’. The existence of such roles in
wild wolves packs has since been disproved, but these social roles are still part of the
45

collective imagination around wolves. This mythical hierarchy has even been extended to
humans, especially in corporate cultures where the ‘Alpha male’ is frequently seen as the
46

archetype of success. Other ways in which Omegaverse overtly refers to lupine biology is in
the prolific use of scent as an identifiable characteristic, the act of submission and the concept
47

of ‘rut’ and ‘heat’, the point in one’s ‘mating cycle’ when the individual is most fertile.

In Omegaverse, the terms Alpha and Omega can be seen as a macrotropic catachresis.
They are used throughout the text to build a fictional reality where Schenkel’s terminology
stands in for the gender roles as we have come to know them in Western society. We can tell
that ‘Omega’ is a substitute for the traditional role of females, for example, by the fact that
Omegas, whether they be male or female, are able to conceive, thereby taking over the female
reproductive role. Through these similarities, Omegaverse is able to invent a new gender
system that still invokes an association in the reader, without explicitly referring to its
real-world equivalent.

40

Cavalcanti, “The writing of utopia and the feminist critical dystopia,” 50.
Weisser, “Transmasculinities and Pregnant Monstrosity,” n.p.
42
Richard Schenkel, Expression Studies on wolves: Captivity Observations.1946. (accessed December 3, 2019).
43
Ibid, 11.
44
Ibid, 41.
45
See Mech, “Alpha Status, Dominance, and Division of Labor in Wolf Packs.” and Schilder et. al “Dominance
in Domestic Dogs Revisited”.
46
See Connell and Messerschmidt, “Hegemonic Masculinity,” Ludeman and Erlandson. Alpha Male Syndrome;
Maclean, “Gender, risk and the Wall Street alpha male.”
47
Weisser, “Transmasculinities and Pregnant Monstrosity,” n.p.
41
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Gender and Textual Performativity
The concept of textual performativity can further help us to understand how gender is
constructed through language and texts. Judith Butler famously argued that genders are not
transcendental categories but that they are highly situated and that they are constructed as we
48

are performing them. By referencing certain gendered gestures and behaviours, such as the
way we dress, move and speak, we reaffirm and thereby help constitute those same categories
49

we are referencing. She builds on Foucault’s work to argue that gender is not fixed, but
something we all govern, on each other and on ourselves.

50

Where Butler states that gender is performed and constructed on the body, Susan
51

Lanser argues that the same can be done on the page. The meanings embedded in these
textual realities are influenced by and will, in turn, affect our collective imagination around,
52

for example, the dynamics of gender. Even catachrestic models of gender as we see in
Omegaverse can contribute to our conception of the genders they reference.

Fanfiction as Utopian Literature
When it comes to fanfiction, utopian narratives have received far more academic
consideration than dystopian notes. Scholars are not entirely to blame for this divide.
Fanfiction is typically written as a fulfilment of the fans wishes that are not met in traditional
53

54

media. The majority of fanworks, therefore, bend toward the unattainable and the utopian.
Fanfiction’s utopian tendencies are best exemplified in the way romance, especially
homoerotic romance, is written. Anne Kustritz argues that women are drawn to the writing

Judith Butler, Gender Trouble(New York, London: Routledge, [1990] 2006), 190.
Ibid, 191.
50
Ibid, 183.
51
Susan S. Lanser, “Sexing Narratology: Toward a gendered poetics of narrative voice,” in Narrative Theory:
Critical Concepts in Literary and Cultural Studies. Vol. 3. ed. Mieke Bal. (London and New York: Routledge,
2004), 127.
52
Ruth Page, Literary and Linguistic Approaches to Feminist Narratology(NY, New York: Palgrave McMillan,
2006), 117.
53
Jenkins, Textual Poachers,23.
54
Anne Kustritz, “"They All Lived Happily Ever After. Obviously.": Realism and Utopia in Game of
Thrones-Based Alternate Universe Fairy Tale Fan Fiction,” Humanities5, no. 2 (September, 2016): 8.
48
49
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and reading of slash-fiction because it tells romantic narratives outside of the gendered power
55

relationships inherent to heterosexual romance under patriarchy. In traditional media,
romances often play out between an active male hero and a beautiful but passive female lead,
whereas slash-fiction brings together two male protagonists who are assumed to be on equal
56

57

footing. The focus of these stories is on character and the parity of the partners.

Some works within the slash-genre have been characterised by Elizabeth Woledge as
‘intimatopic’. These are narratives wherein the focus lies on the exploration of intimacy in all
58

its possible forms. Platonic, romantic and sexual love all flow naturally from one into
59

another without the need to label them. According to Woledge, this kind of intimacy is
enabled by a homosocial setting, a group that consists mostly or exclusively of people of the
60

same gender. Because everyone is of the same gender, there are no options but
61

homosexuality. This also diminishes the need for sexual identity since there is no concept of
heterosexuality to distinguish oneself against. Through these means, intimatopic slash-fiction
creates homoerotic utopias that exist independently from the gender hierarchies and stigmas
62

of our world. Although Woledge never explicitly labels intimatopia as a utopian genre, I will
treat it as such in the context of this thesis. I argue that by removing the characters from our
sexual labels and stigmas, Intimatopic literature creates a ‘good place that is no place’, a queer
paradise that is yet to be reached.

55

Kustritz, “Slashing the Romance Narrative,” 371.
Ibid, 371.
57
Ibid, 377.
58
Elizabeth Woledge, “Intimatopia: Genre Intersections Between Slash and the Mainstream,” In Fan Fiction and
Fan Communities in the Age of the Internet,ed.Karen Hellekson and Kristina Busse (Jefferson: McFarland & Co,
2006), 99.
59
Ibid, 100.
60
Ibid, 100.
61
Ibid, 103.
62
Ibid, 103.
56
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Fanfiction as a Critical Tool
Omegaverse appears to be directly at odds with the claims made by the aforementioned
scholars, as the trope invents new inequalities where there should be none. Especially in
subgenres such as mpreg (male pregnancy), which is a common aspect of Omegaverse
narratives, scholars such as Åström and Weisser have argued that fanfiction reproduces the
63

same heteronormative gender scripts which others claim it subverts. By making one of the
men pregnant, the story forces that character in the female reproductive role and essentially
64

recreates heterosexual gender dynamics within a same-sex relationship. Åström argues that
mpreg has great potential to queer gender and sexuality, but in reality, the trope often results
65

in “conventional stories set in a very unconventional universe”.

In the context of the present study, it is worth noting that the texts discussed below
were probably not written with patriarchal critique as their primary concern. These stories
were written in the first place to entertain and, judging by the explicit nature of the texts, to
arouse. As scholars, we have to acknowledge that fanfiction, although critical in some
66

instances, is not radical by default of it being ‘scribbled in the margins’. Although we cannot
assume all of fanfiction to be subversive, it would be a waste not to recognise the critical
67

potential that a trope such as Omegaverse holds. If anything, it might be more interesting to
study what is revealed about these fans’ implicit attitudes towards gender inequality while
they are writing to entertain.

63

See Åström “"Let’s get those Winchesters pregnant: Male pregnancy in Supernatural fanfiction",” and Weisser
“Transmasculinities and Pregnant Monstrosity: Hannibal Omegaverse Fan-Fiction.”
64
Åström, “"Let's get those Winchesters pregnant",” n.p.
65
Ibid, n.p.
66
Anne Kustritz, “Domesticating Hermione: The emergence of genre and community from WIKTT's feminist
romance debates,” Feminist Media Studies15, no. 3 (August 2014): 446.
67
Busse, “Pon Farr, mpreg, bonds, and the rise of the omegaverse,” 294.
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Method
Textual Analysis
As I will be approaching fanfiction from a literary perspective, I will use textual analysis as
my research method. Alan McKee has defined this as “an educated guess at some of the most
68

likely interpretations that might be made of a text”. Textual analysis looks directly at media
objects and tries to discern how they create meaning. It is one of the ways by which we can
69

begin to understand the meaning-making processes of the societies we live in.

To study the most likely meaning of a text, the researcher must be familiar with the
70

text as well as its context. Milena Popova has defined this context in the case of Omegaverse
in the following subcategories:

-

The canon of the media text;

-

The (Western) patriarchal power relationships that Omegaverse references;

-

The general conventions of Omegaverse fanfiction;

-

Other texts and ideas created and shared within the fan culture surrounding the source
71

text (also referred to as ‘fanon’).

As illustrated above, fanfiction has a layered context. This is because fanfiction is inherently
72

intertextual; it refers explicitly to a source text. According to Mafalda Stasi, fanfiction also
73

contains ‘secondary intertextuality’. The fanworks also refer to fanmade paratexts that are
circulated within the fandom. ‘Fanon’ can be understood as the set of overarching ideas that
can be derived from these paratexts. In order to comprehend all these layers of intertextuality,
the researcher must be familiar with the source material as well as the fan culture surrounding

Alan McKee, Textual analysis: A beginner’s guide(London: Sage Publications, 2003): 1.
Jane Stokes, How to Do Media and Cultural Studies(London: Sage Publications, 2003), 54.
70
Bonnie S. Brennen, Qualitative research methods for media studies(New York, Routledge, 2017), 218.
71
Popova, “‘Dogfuck Rapeworld,’” 181.
72
Mafalda Stasi, “The Toy Soldiers From Leeds: The Slash Palimpsest,” in Fan Fiction and Fan Communities in
the Age of the Internet,ed. Karen Hellekson and Kristina Busse (Jefferson: McFarland & Co, 2006), 120.
73
Ibid, 126.
68
69
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74

it. While conducting their research, scholars need to balance their dual role as an academic
(who is knowledgeable about specific cultural theories) and a fan (someone who has in-depth
75

knowledge of texts and their communities).

In my textual analysis, I have used qualitative marking. This means reading the text,
76

underlining key phrases and passages that jump out in order to identify themes. Based on
these initial selections, I looked for similarities and differences within and between the texts
and grouped the quotes into themes and subcategories. Where some quotes applied to multiple
categories, I placed them in the section that I found most specific and coloured the excerpt in
the colour of the adjacent category. These results can be found in the appendix.

Selecting the Corpus
Since Omegaverse is a broadly applied trope across fandoms and does not point towards a
77

specific case study, I have chosen to conduct my study within a fandom in which I am
actively participating, the Stranger Thingsfandom. Its most popular pairing at the moment of
78

writing is that of the characters Billy Hargrove and Steve Harrington.

To collect material, I took to fanfiction platform Archive Of Our Ownand searched for
works tagged with the relationship Billy Hargrove/Steve Harrington with the additional tag
‘Alpha/Beta/Omega Dynamics’. I filtered the results to show only completed works and had
them sorted on ‘kudos’ (‘likes’ on Archive of Our Own). I decided to use kudos as a metric
because these are, in my opinion, better able to show which texts are most relevant within the
fandom than the number of hits on a particular work. After all, hits only show how many
times a title has been clicked on. Kudos are a deliberate sign that the reader has enjoyed the
work.
This search query was performed on October 7th, 2019. Because the goal of this study is to
Henry Jenkins, Textual Poachers(New York, NY: Routledge, 2013), 5.
Ibid, 5.
76
Gery W Ryan and H. Russell Bernard, “Techniques to Identify Themes,” Field Methods15, no. 1 (2003): 88-9.
77
Popova, “‘Dogfuck Rapeworld,’” 181.
78
On Januari 23, 2019, Harringrove has ranked up a total of 4232 works published under the tag ‘Billy
Hargrove/Steve Harrington’ on Archive of Our Own. In 2019, Harringrove made it to number 31 on the top 100
most popular ships on microblogging platform Tumblr.
74
75
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look at Omegaverse at a trope level and because every author applies the trope in a slightly
79

different way, it would not suffice to look at just one text. This is why I selected three
fanworks from the top five results that each have a slightly different take on Omegaverse. To
illustrate this, I have provided an overview of each story below, but first, I will give some
information about the source material and the fanon of the fanworks that will be discussed.

A Brief History of Harringrove
Stranger Thingsis a Netflix original sci-fi series which takes place in the 1980s, currently on
80

its third season. Because the fanworks were all published in 2018, before the release of the
most recent season, I will only address the canon of series two in which Billy’s character was
introduced.
The relationship between Billy and Steve was not part of the main series but has been
81

constructed by fans. The show’s creators intended for their relationship to be antagonistic.
Billy spends the best part of season two shoving Steve around during basketball practice,

asserting his strength over him. Steve, however, shows no interest in reciprocating this rivalry,
instead preoccupied with his deteriorating romance with girlfriend Nancy.
In the final episode, Billy shares a scene with his father wherein the man physically
82

abuses him and calls him a ‘faggot’. This, along with Billy’s seemingly unexplained fixation
on Steve, has led some fans to believe that Billy might be gay and that his posturing was
merely a defence mechanism to compensate for its threat to his masculinity. Many fans
83

empathised with Billy’s situation and hoped that he would get a redemption arc. They
imagined him accepting his sexuality and finding love as an important part of his healing
84

process. Since Billy already seemed interested in Steve, who was single by the end of the

79

Popova, “‘Dogfuck Rapeworld,’” 182.
Stranger Things, Netflix, July 15, 2016.
81
“Episode 2: Mad for Max,” Beyond Stranger Things,Netflix, October 27, 2017.
82
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season, it was quickly decided who Billy’s love interest should be. Their last names were
85

combined to form the shipname ‘Harringrove’.

Summaries of the Works
Because of the boys’ antagonistic relationship in the series, a significant part of Harringrove
fanfiction (Omegaverse or otherwise) is dedicated to the reconciliation of their rivalry. The
narratives follow the common ‘Enemies (to Friends) to Lovers’ trope, which describes an arc
leading from apologies and peace offering to the growth of mutual trust and intimacy which
culminates to the characters having sex and admitting their feelings for each other.

In Nine to Fiveby Fanflick, Omega Steve starts working as Alpha Billy’s secretary. Steve has
to take the job to pay for his artificial Beta scents. The two gradually grow closer together.
Once Billy discovers that Steve is not a Beta, but an Omega on blockers, he starts to make
serious attempts to court Steve. They get together after Steve’s father spikes Steve’s coffee
with aphrodisiacs, which are supposed to trigger his heat. The goal was for Steve to bond with
one of his father’s business partners but instead, he bonds with Billy, who ends up
impregnating him. The story ends with the two of them getting married.

In Suppressantsby FemmeSteve, Omega Steve’s heat is set off by Billy’s rough play during
basketball training. Billy suggests that Steve might be sensitive to the presence of an Alpha,
simply because he has not had sex in a while. The two agree to hook up in the hopes that it
will sooth Steve’s instincts. After this initial meet-up, Billy asks Steve on a date where they
end up having unprotected sex. For a moment, they fear that Steve might have gotten
pregnant, which turns out not to be the case. They court each other and move to California,
where they have a child.
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In what a wicked game you played (to make me feel this way) by Brawlite and ToAStranger,
which will henceforth be referred to as Wicked Game,Billy and Steve are both Alphas. A
significant part of the story is dedicated to them coming to terms with their attraction for each
other, which, due to them both being Alphas, is encoded with double homosexuality. Initially,
they can hide their interest as asserting dominance over each other, which seems typical for
Alphas their age. The further they get into their relationship, the harder it becomes to hide
their relationship and ignore the conflicted feelings about their sexuality. By the end, they are
bonded and living together.

The works vary greatly in length, from 12.000 to 110.000 words, so in this analysis, one might
be discussed in more detail than another.

Ethics and Transparency
Because the object of this study is user-generated content, the privacy and consent of the
creators need to be taken into consideration. In my opinion, the study of fandom will
inevitably decontextualise the works that are produced within a trusting fannish environment
and expose the texts to an unintended audience. For this study, I was able to get permission
from all authors whose work I analyse. They have received a proof copy of the study and were
invited to give feedback before the final submission of this project.
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Analysis
For this analysis, I will be discussing different aspects of Omegaverse based on theme. I start
out with the social aspects of the Omegaverse gender system, such as sexual identity and
gendered prejudice before moving on to biological elements, primarily the dystopian function
of mating cycles. After painting this initial picture of the oppressive structures of Omegaverse,
I will go into the Othering of specific demographics in Omegaverse society, the role that
masculinity and patriarchy play in these narratives and how this connects to the tradition of
feminist dystopia. Finally, I will discuss the utopian endings of Omegaverse fanfiction and the
desires they express.

Normalising and Redefining Homosexuality
Upon first glance, Omegaverse holds some utopian potentials. Homosexuality, as we
understand it, is erased or at the very least engendered to mean something different. In these
narratives, a relationship between two men or women appears to be as normal as a relation
between a man and a woman, as long as one is Alpha and the other Omega or if they are both
Betas. The couples have complete access to every aspect of a conventional heterosexual life as
we understand it, one where they can have children and never face any bigotry for their
sexuality. We could argue that Omegaverse contains some utopian elements in the sense that
the trope expresses a desire for something that is absent in our culture: societal and biological
equality of sexual orientations. There is, however, an equivalent of homosexuality in
Omegaverse in the form of what is described by Steve in Suppressants as ‘something other
86

than a traditional alpha/omega relationship’. Every text discussed here addressed some
concept of queer sexuality, such as the Alpha/Alpha relationship in Wicked Game. It was also
hinted or explicitly stated that there is an equivalent to homophobic attitudes in Omegaverse
87

society.
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Although the new gender system naturalises some ‘same-sex’ relationships, it becomes clear
that Omegaverse is not a world without inequality, sexual stigmas or bigotry. In effect,
Omegaverse can be seen as a funhouse mirror that twists and magnifies the problems of our
own society without solving any of them. Even within the ‘traditional’ relationships described
in these works, the struggle over dominance between Alpha and Omega formed the central
conflict of the plot. This may in part be contributed to the character’s antagonistic relationship
in the canonical material. However, as I will demonstrate, there is more at play than a simple
high school rivalry.

Miso(me)gyny
88

In traditional feminist dystopia, women are almost per definition the oppressed group. This
same principle seems to apply to Omegaverse. Not unlike the wolves in Schenkel’s original
study, Omegas find themselves at the bottom of the social hierarchy. They face constant
marginalisation at the hands of Alphas in particular. Omegas are perceived as delicate,
emotional creatures who are both physically and mentally weak in comparison to the other
genders. One example of this behaviour can be found in Billy’s inner monologue in
Suppressants,right after Steve has asked Billy to give him some space on the basketball court.
Steve better be grateful. So grateful that he’ll stop squaring up to him and pretending
that he’s anything but an omegan bitch. [...] Billy should have shoved him into the
89

backseat of the Camaro and shown him how a real omega acts.

There is aggression and resentment in Billy’s choice of words. In his eyes, respecting Steve’s
personal space seems like an act of mercy, rather than one of basic manners. In this fragment,
Billy also uses the phrase ‘real omega’, which is a recurring theme between the texts.
‘Omega’ is shown to be more than a biological role. It is also a social role, paired with its own
set of behaviours and gestures. In this, we see an understanding of gender quite similar to the
88
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one described by Butler. This can be further illustrated by a sneer that Billy throws at Steve in
Wicked Game:
"Walks like an omega, talks like an omega, blushes like an omega. Where’s the line,
Harrington? At what point do you just give up and admit that you practically are one,
90

for all intents and purposes?”

These two fragments demonstrate how gender is policed within the Omegaverse society.
Steve is put down when he does not adhere to the rules of his gender, whether he is a feisty
Omega or a compliant Alpha. Regardless of the gender of his target, Billy uses
Omega-unfriendly language to put down his fellow man.
In the author’s note of the chapter, this last quote appeared in, the writers mentioned
91

‘misogyny’ as a content warning. Misogyny can be defined as “the hatred, dislike of, or
92

prejudice against women”. The use of the term in this context supports the idea that ‘Omega’
can be seen as a stand-in for femininity or femaleness. In the context of Omegaverse, I would
suggest we call these attitudes ‘misomegyny’. As we see, misomegyny can be used to target
Omegas as well as Alphas. In the quote from Wicked Game, Billy tries to insult Steve by
calling him an Omega, using it as a threat to his ‘Alpha-hood’. This emasculation is also used
by Steve’s mother in a scene from Nine to Five, where she punishes Steve’s father for
drugging their son in an attempt to trick him into bonding with a business partner. She
promises Billy and Steve to make her husband ‘the Omega of the house’, forcing him to do
93

the housework as she will take over his job to provide for the family. This punishment
suggests that being an Omega is, at least to an Alpha, the most shameful thing a person could
be.
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Hormonal Peril
Omegaverse is most overtly dystopian in its portrayal of mating cycles. Omegas especially
appear to be at their most vulnerable when in heat. Hormones take over their bodies to the
point where they are unable to consent meaningfully to the sex that their bodies demand. The
most extreme example of this appears in Suppressants,where Steve begs for Billy to
impregnate him on multiple occasions, whether he is in heat or simply aroused. Billy is
appalled. He asks Steve if he is sure that it is what he wants and warns him of the
94

consequences. However, the moment they are finished, Steve comes to his senses, panics
and begs Billy to bond with him, claiming that his parents will kill him if he has a ‘bastard
95

child’. The loss of control is blamed on Steve’s biology.

He knew it wasn’t Steve’s fault. It was just his nature, but God, Billy had let it happen.
He was supposed to be strong. He was supposed to keep shit in check and hold it
together.

96

All agency and responsibility are stripped away from the Omega and instead placed on the
Alpha. Heat is generally characterised as a period of great need and dependency.
Accompanying a partner through heat or rut is frequently described as ‘helping them through
97

it’, suggesting that these are moments of crisis, a burden the person cannot carry on their
own.
Constance Penley proposed that women like writing mating cycles and other ‘fuck or
die’-tropes because they enjoy the idea of men going through a hormonal cycle just like
98

women do, thus forcing the theme of menstruation onto a male body. This correlation
becomes most apparent in Nine to Five, where Steve actually gets abdominal cramps as soon
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as he starts going into heat. Marianne Gunderson has also connected the Omega heat to the
way menstruation is portrayed in feminist literature.100 She observed another parallel to
menstruation, namely the abundance of ‘slick’ that Omegas produce when they go into heat,
which mainly functions as an anal lubricant.101 The uncontrolled ‘leaking’ during menses has
historically been held as proof or a physical manifestation of women’s lack of control over
102

their emotional, feminine minds.

According to Gunderson, a similar misogynistic stigma is

mapped onto the Omegan body in heat, by a loss of mental, physical and sexual control.103 In
this aspect, heat cycles and the subsequent risk of unwanted pregnancy connect to the second
wave of feminist dystopia as described by Atayurt, where anxieties about the body and loss of
control over it are a recurring source of conflict.

104

Atayurt also lists (lack of access to) technologies surrounding the female body as a
structural source of anxiety in feminist dystopia.

105

In Omegaverse, these technologies take the

form of ‘suppressants’ or ‘blockers’, which function as birth control but predominantly as a
means to curb (or lessen the intensity of) the heat or rut. They also tend to weaken the
person’s natural scent or replace it with a Beta scent. These medications play a most
significant role in Nine to Five, wherein Steve has to accept a job at his father’s company
because he can no longer pay for his suppressants.

Life as an omega in hiding was much tougher than Steve could of [sic] ever imagined,
most of his money went towards his suppressants. Money that should of [sic] gone to
106

groceries, furniture, or college tuition had to paid [sic] for his artificial beta scents.
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Suppressants are more than just birth control to Steve. They are a necessity. Being out as an
Omega would attract a lot of unwarranted and even malicious attention from Alphas. Steve
has to hide his true gender if he wants to live a safe life. This puts an unnecessary strain on his
finances, one that an Alpha male would never have to deal with.
When it comes to rut and sex in general, Alpha appear more in control than their
Omega counterparts. In Suppressants,Billy stays fully present during sex, whereas Steve is
slurred into a primal Omegan instinct to mate and reproduce. This does not mean that rut is
smooth sailing for the Alphas. Early in Wicked Game,Steve goes into his first-ever rut. The
scene mirrors a lot of the same tropes that are used in ‘first heat’ (or first period) narratives.
The experience is described as incredibly shameful and humiliating. Steve is acutely aware of
107

his own body and scent, feels incredibly vulnerable and out of himself.

When Billy notices

Steve’s nerves, he tries to reassure him as follows: “At least we don’t have it as bad as
108 

Omegas, right?”

This seems to be the underlying message that runs throughout all of three

fics. Alphas have far from an ideal life, but it is better than what the Omegas have to put up
with.

Everyone has Gender Trouble
Although Omegas appear more marginalised on a societal level, Alphas are also frustrated
with the stereotypes surrounding their gender. This conflict becomes apparent in the following
exchange from Nine to Five w
 herein Billy is trying to apologise to Steve for rejecting him
when he still thought that Steve was a Beta.

“I have to behave a certain way or else I will be seen as weak. I can't be weak, not
anymore." Billy confessed and hoped it was enough for Steve to forgive him.

"You know nothing about feeling weak. You don't know what it is like to be an omega
in the world today. Where you aren't even human anymore, but an object like
107
108
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accessory created for an alpha. For my whole life everyone else decide [sic] what they
wanted for me, and I had to follow their instructions." Steve calmly explained with a
hint of fury underneath. [...]

"I do know what it is like being weak, no really I do," Billy started and noticed Steve
rolled his eyes. Steve saw him as this self-assured alpha who had the world in the palm
of his hands, but truthfully he was just another puppet in society.109
Whereas Omegas have to fight to be seen as strong and intelligent, Alphas struggle to uphold
the strength and dominance that is expected of them. Although Billy does not face the same
level of dehumanization as Steve, he too feels constricted by the way that his behaviour is
regulated by those around him. This pressure from Alpha coworkers can be seen as a part of a
culture of ‘toxic masculinity’, defined by Terry Kuypers as “the constellation of socially
regressive male traits that serve to foster domination, the devaluation of women, homophobia,
110

and wanton violence”.

It is a societal ideal of manhood that prescribes a rigid social code of

‘masculine’ (or in this case, Alpha) traits such as hyper-competitiveness, self-sufficiency and
(hetero)sexual entitlement.

111

Even though he’s at the top of the company, Billy fears he might

lose this authority as soon as he shows cracks in his mask of ‘Perfect Alpha’. This need to be
perceived by his coworkers as competent, strong and, most importantly, heterosexual is what
112

leaves Billy feeling like he’s “just another puppet in society”.

This same culture of masculinity is at the root of Billy’s internalised homophobia in
113

Wicked Game.The story opens with the phrase “Billy always knew that he was broken”.

This returning theme of ‘brokenness’ and ‘unnatural attraction’ refers to his feelings for other
Alphas. Within a toxic masculine culture, the male (Alpha) gender role is intrinsically linked
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114

to heterosexual attraction to women (Omegas).

To fail in this aspect is to be a

fundamentally defective Alpha.
The fact that Omegaverse addresses a masculine dissatisfaction with gender roles is an
interesting shift compared to traditionally published feminist dystopia, which strongly posits
women as the oppressed and men as the oppressors.

115

From this sampled body of work, we

cannot confidently claim that Omegaverse narratives favour the Omega/female perspective.
We spend roughly the same amount of time following the thoughts of the Omegas as the
Alphas. Steve and Billy are both protagonists, both victims to one degree or another. They
live under the same oppressive system but it affects them differently.

The Patriarchy of Omegaverse
Although Omegas are structurally oppressed within these Omegaverse societies, it is not
certain whether they can be described as the Other. For that to be the case, Omegaverse would
have to be an androcentric society, meaning that ‘maleness’ is naturalised to be considered the
norm, thereby making femininity alien and foreign. However, Omegaverse has invented its
own ‘default’ gender, the Beta. If we consider Betas the norm, then Alpha and Omega are
both Others, due to their radically divergent biology and behaviour. Despite their throned
position on the social hierarchy, Alphas are ‘marked by difference’ in all the same ways as
Omegas.
In recent years, gender studies have moved away from the monolithic concept of
gender oppression used in the feminist dystopia that were published during the first two waves
of feminism. Rather than conceptualise patriarchy as men oppressing women, it can be
116

understood as a society wherein masculinity is valued over femininity.

This new definition

explains how men can still be oppressed under patriarchy through toxic masculinity, namely
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by being punished for their perceived ‘feminine’ traits or behaviours.

This conception of

patriarchy is less about individual perpetrators and more about societal attitudes that seep into
our personal beliefs and social order.

118

In this depiction of gender oppression, we see an

ideology more nuanced than the dichotomous philosophy of feminist dystopia from the 20th
century. This intersectionality, the notion that different identities intersect and layer on top of
119

each other,

is most notable in Nine to Fivewhen the text discusses the specific role of male

Omegas. In this story, male Omegas are rarer than female Omegas and therefore seen as “a
sign of pure power”.

120

This lands Steve a lot of unwarranted attention from his Alpha
121

coworkers and even puts him at risk of being roofied at work.

Steve would not have been in

this position if he had been either an Alpha or a woman. This specific workplace harassment
is produced at the intersection of his male and Omega identity.
Intersectionality along with an emphasis on diverse perspectives are characteristic of
122

the third to the fourth wave of feminism.

The latter is characterised primarily by taking
123

third-wave discourse into the digital sphere.

The fact that this ideology shows up in the

fans’ writing is not entirely surprising, as the works have all been published online in the late
2010s, well into the fourth wave. Just like earlier feminist dystopian novels, these works of
fanfiction can be understood as a product of their time.

Ambiguous Personal Paradise
The dystopian world of Omegaverse is rarely transformed through the narrative. Some
dystopian elements, such as mating cycles are biological and can hardly be resolved.
However, the social aspects of the dystopia, such as misomegyny and toxic masculine
behaviours, are not dismantled either. Because there is no apparent perpetrator, no evil
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government to overthrow, the transformation is mostly personal. In both Suppressantsand
Nine To Five,the characters start with strong prejudices against the other gender, especially
Alpha Billy against Omegas. By the end, he has a loving, respectful relationship with Steve,
but it seems like he has made an exception for Steve rather than changed his mind about
Omegas in general. Especially in Nine to Five, Billy keeps reaffirming that Steve is ‘not like
124

other Omegas’.

Rather than resolve the problems of Omegaverse, these characters find

utopia in their relationship with each other while the oppressive structures of the society
remain unchallenged.
Interestingly, in Omegaverse, the dystopian elements sometimes beget the utopian.
Heat cycles are often used as a means to force two characters together. The sexual experiences
that are shared during the heat or rut form a turning point in the plot. We see this in Wicked
Gamewhen Billy reflects on spending his rut with Steve.

Billy knows, suddenly, that this was too much to ask of Steve. To ask of both of them.
A quick blowjob, or a handjob between friends isn't too much, would've been fine. But
this, spending hours fucking and tangled up in each other? It's too much to try and pull
125

himself away from. It's gotten complicated and now Billy doesn't know what to do.

Sex is described as something so personal and altering that the characters cannot return to
their ambivalent relationship from before the heat or rut. In this way, sex mirrors the function
126

it has in intimatopic literature, where it is used to increase intimacy.

In these works, mating

cycles (and sex in general) function as a plot device that stirs the characters towards intimacy.
That initial spark always ended in a long-lasting, monogamous relationship. Although the
experience of heat and rut is clearly distressing to the characters and may end in unwanted or
unexpected pregnancy, it usually leads to a conventional happy ending that doesn't transform
the dystopian society at large.
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Intimatopic Desire
As stated earlier, utopian literature is guided by a desire that may or may not be fulfilled at the
127

end of the story.

In the stories analysed here, this appears to be the desire for a stable, loving

relationship where one is valued and understood as an individual rather than by the qualities
of their gender. These equalitarian values are stated quite explicitly by Billy in Nine to Five.

"Steve, I don't want just a housewife. If I am ever going to bond with someone I want
128

them to be my partner, someone who has equal power in the relationship."

Another example would be Billy and Steve’s bonding in Wicked Game. A
 lthough the boys
start out posturing and battling for dominance, there is great emphasis on the mutuality of
their submission to each other, once they get to that stage in their relationship. Neither has
dominance over the other. “The footing is even,” Billy states near the end. “Even skewed in
129

Steve’s favor.”

In this aspect, these stories express the same wish as the fanfiction described by
Kustritz and Woledge. This time, equality is not enabled by a homosocial setting. In
Omegaverse, there are even more genders than are generally acknowledged in our Western
society. The characters, at least in 
Nine to Five and Suppressants,are of different genders and
experience conflict because of that. Even in Wicked Game, the characters experience a
struggle for dominance even though, or likely because they are both Alphas. None of these
characters start on an even playing field, but at the end of the story, they all achieve the
intimatopian dream. In this way, Omegaverse narratives work towards intimatopia, even
though they start in a different place. They achieve equality despite a patriarchal social
structure that makes them prejudiced against each other.
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Conclusion
Concluding Remarks
This study set out to determine how Omegaverse employs utopian and dystopian elements to
critique gender and patriarchal power structures. I would characterise the trope as primarily
dystopian, motivated by and building up to utopian ideals. In the use of heat tropes,
Omegaverse mirrors a lot of anxieties surrounding a loss of bodily control, similar to
professional feminist dystopia. Alphas display toxic masculine behaviours, such as
aggression, sexual entitlement and use of misomegynistic language against Omegas as well as
their fellow Alphas. In this way, everyone in society is oppressed by the idea that feminine
qualities are inferior to masculine qualities. Although the world of Omegaverse appears
dystopian for the most part, all these works find their ‘Happily Ever After’. Like most
130

dystopian narratives, they are driven forward by a utopian desire,

namely the want for a

loving relationship wherein one is treated and understood as an equal. In this sense,
Omegaverse mirrors a lot of the same desires expressed in utopian genres of fanfiction, only
through different means.
Perhaps Omegaverse can be understood as the dystopian equivalent of the utopian
romance described by Kustritz and Woledge. Both Omegaverse and Intimatopic fanfiction
boil down to the expression of a desire (a loving, balanced relationship dynamic) but they go
about this differently. Utopian slash-fiction enables healthy relations by removing them from
131

patriarchal relationship scripts.

These stories play out in a homosocial utopia that is not
132

accessible to heterosexual individuals.

Instead, Omegaverse tells us that equality is not a

pipe dream, that even in a world much worse than our own, one where some genders are
heavily stigmatised and people become slaves to their biology, it is still possible to find love.
Even in that dystopian world, the intimatopic dream can be actualised.
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When it comes to the tradition of feminist critical dystopia, we can conclude that Omegaverse
reflects a natural progression upon the first two waves of feminist literature. Its intersectional
understanding of oppression along with the fact that these narratives are shared and produced
within the digital sphere make these works and the ideas that are expressed in them reflective
of fourth-wave feminism.

Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research
In this study, I used textual analysis to explore the way fanfiction produces meaning.
Although it is a good way to explore the meanings embedded in a text, it doesn’t tell us
anything about the writers’ intentions.

133

To create a more comprehensive understanding of

the texts it would be necessary to use a combination of methods. To understand the fans’ pull
towards Omegaverse as a critical medium, one could conduct interviews with the authors. To
understand the reception of a text, one might perform a discourse analysis on the work’s
comment section.
It is worth noting that this study has only examined a bite-size portion of all
Omegaverse fanfiction that is available. Although I tried to select my corpus material in a way
that would be reflective of the diverse body of work, it might only be reflective of the fandom
that I decided to examine. It would be interesting to explore the dystopian takes on
Omegaverse within other fandoms and see how the results compare to this study.
Even within the selection of fics that I examined in this thesis, there are topics that I
have not been able to discuss at length, most notably, the role of homosexuality in
Omegaverse. As the appendix suggests, there was much more to consider than I was able to
address within the confines of this project. It would be worth dedicating an entire study to the
way in which Omegaverse fanfiction uses catachresis to queer homosexuality and
homophobia.
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